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open‐ended, crea.ve and so on? Why exclude
tests and exams altogether? One answer is that
giving tests and exams and grades inevitable
opens up a mineﬁeld: students begin comparing
their performance with that of others, and this
has various implica.ons, both for their learning
and for their emo.onal well‐being.
It seems a very ingrained assump.on in our
educa.onal culture that only through comparison
can we assess. Comparison gives us a target to
aim for (“You can be as smart as she is”); it is
assumed to be a major mo.va.onal factor in the
lives of students.
We oLen see students mo.vated by bea.ng
the compe..on, but such students seem more
interested in geMng ahead than in actually
understanding the subject deeply or apprecia.ng
its beauty. As a teacher, my goal is deﬁnitely the
laOer: to help students enjoy schooling, to help
them see the depth and power of a discipline,
which will (hopefully) mo.vate them to explore
the subject for themselves, come up with new
ques.ons, new ways of looking at a problem and
so on. It is this intellectual curiosity and emo.onal
engagement that is the promise of an educa.onal
endeavour and that will build crea.ve and mature
responses to the world around us. To narrow this
poten.al down to a mark and a ranking system
seems such a wasted opportunity.
Students are not, in my view, really mo.vated
by compe..on and comparison. For the few
who come out “on top,” there are thousands
for whom the whole experience of educa.on is
demoralizing and ridden with anxiety. The impact
of such a mind‐frame on learning must surely be
tremendous. We need to begin ques.oning the
compe..ve approach at a very deep level in
order to be able to impact the lives of students on
the ground. Fortunately, excellent research has
been done in the areas of coopera.ve learning
and other alterna.ves to rigid and individualis.c
ranking systems (please see the reference at
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the end of this ar.cle). Whether we are able to
implement these alterna.ves at a societal level is
of course another ques.on.
Compara.ve assessment in a classroom by
a teacher is oLen casual: “See how well he’s
working! Can you work like he does?” OLen
explicit rewards and punishments are .ed
into class performance (the role of reward and
punishment on student learning is obviously
a vast and problema.c area, too big to go into
here. Suﬃce it to say that students seem on the
surface mo.vated by reward and punishment
but in reality the situa.on is far more complex).
It seems to make sense to us at CFL to avoid such
compara.ve references: not in a rule‐bound,
obsessive way, or as a “moOo,” but simply with
the awareness of the impact of such a culture of
comparison on the overall learning environment
as well as on the intellectual and emo.onal well
being of a par.cular student. WriOen reports too
do not contain compara.ve evalua.on, for the
same reason.
Of course, students will compare themselves with
each other whether or not we give tests. They
may, for instance, compare their rela.ve speed
of working, or on the number of .ck marks on
a par.cular assignment! Simply removing exams
does not seem to remove this very powerful
drive to feel beOer (or worse) about oneself by
looking at another. As educators, we can point
out this drive to students, discuss its impact,
and help them to look at the roots of emo.onal
security and insecurity as expressed in the need
to ﬁnd self‐valida.on through comparison.
More importantly, as educators, we need not
ins.tu.onalise comparison, with all the fear and
anxiety that it brings, as a mo.va.onal factor in
our system. Children learn, and learn well, even
without exams and tests.
All of the above are ideas and possibili.es within
school frameworks. The debate takes a very
diﬀerent shape for other contexts such as entry

examina)ons for college (though many of the
points above may s)ll be applicable).
At CFL, as I men)oned earlier, we do not
administer tests and exams un)l the tenth grade
(when children have to prepare for board exams).
How then can we actually assess children’s
performance? Since there are clear curricular
goals (drawn up fairly widely, to accommodate
a range of abili)es), each piece of work that the
child does is itself a pointer to her level of overall
understanding. The skill of the teacher thus lies
in seeing what the child needs to be prac)sing or
what lacunae are present in her understanding
and then to take further measures. The
homework the child does may be quite closely
linked to these factors, and the interven)on of
the teacher in ﬁne tuning homework generally
yields results. Mul)‐disciplinary project work
(which the students at CFL rou)nely engage with)
in one sense complicates narrow assessment
but may reveal many dimensions of a child’s
understanding, again depending on the skill of
the teacher in formula)ng criteria and learning
outcomes in the ﬁrst place.
A “report” on the child at CFL will thus not just
be a grade on a card, or the dreaded “can do
beQer/fair/poor,” but a qualita)ve descrip)on
of where the child stands according to various
criteria, some clearly deﬁned (the uses of the
comma, two digit mul)plica)on) and others
somewhat more intangible (the ability to write
richly descrip)ve pieces, or the ability to “see
into” a math problem). Even the “intangible”
criteria are oTen broken down and assessed by
rubrics that the teacher body has discussed and
agreed upon together. Of course, the report will
only highlight essen)al features as judged by the
teacher, which may be a subjec)ve call (a general
cri)cism of qualita)ve repor)ng anyway, which
needs further explora)on).
The teacher’s assessment of the student’s
learning can be deepened by the self assessment

of the student herself, again based on skilful
criteria that educators can draw up. Simple
ques)ons that we can ask children in an English
class, for example: Was your essay divided
into paragraphs? Was each paragraph about
a separate and clear point? Did the sentences
within a paragraph ﬂow smoothly, or did they
jump around? Did you give examples to illustrate
your main idea? Students’ self assessment oTen
indicates something clear about their capacity to
learn, and this is tremendously valuable in the
way a teacher assesses a student’s learning. Such
self assessment oTen ﬁnds its way into the report
a teacher writes for a student.
Small class sizes (we have typically less than ten
children per class) may facilitate some of the
above processes. Certainly it is diﬃcult to write
qualita)ve reports for each child as numbers
per class go up. I wonder whether it is possible
to retain an overall curricular assessment of the
child’s progress, both in an ongoing manner as
well as a ﬁnal assessment, rather than making
the test/exam model and the marks themselves
the hallmark of understanding. In theory, is it
possible to create rubrics of assessment that do
not exclusively rely on examina)ons, even for
larger classes in the Indian context? To me, this
seems to be one of the most challenging (and
most frui\ul) area of inves)ga)on in the Indian
educa)onal context.
Earlier in this ar)cle, I described one of the
keystones of the educa)onal philosophy of the
school, which can be brieﬂy summarised as
“learning about oneself.” As a colleague of mine
put it, we try to understand everything that is
normally brushed under the carpet in educa)onal
contexts. If a student is afraid or distracted in a
classroom, we need to understand why, and we
can only begin to understand in an dialogue with
the student. We see this kind of learning about
oneself as undertaken as an important human
ac)vity, rather than just a trick to help the child
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learn academics be-er or succeed at a project!
Thus a subject report will also include some
percep7ons on the part of the teacher as to the
“emo7onal temperature” of the student. What
are her mo7va7onal levels? Is she just anxious
to please the teacher or can she pa7ently
understand the demands of the subject? Is she
easily distracted? Are peer dynamics playing
havoc with her emo7ons? How can we loosen the
grip of this powerful force (again, not so she can
concentrate be-er in class, but because having a
sense of inner freedom is important in itself)? Is
she emo7onally well, or unhappy?
While these percep7ons are necessarily
somewhat subjec7ve, they are not totally so.
Teachers usually read each others’ reports, and
the percep7ons of one teacher may be modiﬁed
in the light of a colleague’s experience with the

student. Teachers frequently discuss students’
state of being, some7mes on a daily basis. In
this sense, report wri7ng at CFL is a collec7ve
enterprise, not completely subject to individual
idiosyncrasy.
I have tried to give a sense of the philosophy and
prac7se of assessment at CFL. It is important to
us teachers that such a process is not based on
a blueprint but rather upon our ques7ons about
educa7on and well‐being, and upon our very
close observa7ons of students. A report is also
not intended as a ﬁnal document, frozen in stone,
on the student’s life situa7on. Rather, it may be
viewed as the beginning of a conversa7on with
the student, the parents, and among the teachers
themselves, on the shiQing complex reality that
is the student in school.
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